Round Swarovski Crystal Pull

Product URL https://signaturethings.com/round-swarovski-crystal-pull

Short Description: Beautifully design Round Swarovski Crystal Pull can have a magical effect in decorating a room. Suitable for the door of the drawer, cabinet, cupboard, wardrobe, etc, they are decorative crystal handles with bow shape, you will love these cute crystal drawer pull. This vintage glass crystal handle add striking period accent to your cabinets & furniture.

Decorative crystal drawer pull shine in the light and make splendid visual effects in the room if several of them are used, so as to liven up the room and make it elegant. crystal Knobs and the pulls come in elegant Bright Chrome finish.

Our Decorative Cabinet Hardware can be used across the home to revitalise your kitchen or bathroom and can offer an update to any furniture piece.

Full Description: Center to center: 128MM (5.03)  
Overall size: 5 3/8  
Projections: 1 1/4  
Width: 1 3/16  
Finish: Chrome  
The Crystal “All That Glitters” Collection is a unique facet of decorative cabinet hardware that adds shimmering dimension to the space. The only thing more fun than trying it on, is picking out the cut and shape. It is the unique cut and shape of the Swarovski Crystal knobs and pulls that define their optical characteristics. Each piece, radiant in its own right, captures and releases colors differently. The Swarovski Crystal knobs come in shapes that resemble large diamonds. Knob crystal shapes include the round-cut “Crystal Ball,” the four princess-cut crystals of “Cuff Link,” the emerald-cut “Lights On,” and the old-European-cut “High Gear.” “Diamond Bar,” the pull handle reminiscent of a piece of fine jewelry, is set with nine princess-cut crystals. Knobs and the pulls come in elegant Bright Chrome, black and blue nickel and a bright gold finish.

Price $178.99  
SKU: 674417c7  
GTIN: 817630010992  
MPN: M1880B128CRLSWA